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We are at a crossroads in medicines research. In the
next decade, systems biology research will yield
an unprecedented wealth of novel insights in the
mechanisms of disease.

You can listen to, interact with and share the latest research findings in
plenary sessions, keynote lectures, short oral sessions, poster sessions
and short courses.

This will revolutionise medicines research, leading to the introduction of novel therapeutic interventions which modify and,
it is hoped, cure the disease, rather than providing symptom
relief. At the same time, health systems around the globe are
exploring new ways to deliver innovative treatment solutions
to patients in a sustainable manner.
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Open Innovation
Education & Training

PSWC 2017 will provide scientists from all over the world with a place to
meet and network with key leaders from the pharmaceutical industry,
government agencies, regulatory bodies, academia and public-private
partnerships.

Track A – Drug Design: Fundamental & Translational Sciences
Track B – Drug Delivery and Targeting Sciences
Track C – Formulation & Manufacturing Sciences
Track D – Regulatory Sciences
Track E – Science-based Practice
Track T – Thematic Symposia

Attend PSWC 2017 to:
– Be at the only truly global pharmaceutical sciences congress in the world
– Meet and network with key opinion leaders in pharmaceutical sciences
– Cross-fertilise ideas from all disciplines
– Learn what will happen in the future from leading experts
– Hear high level speakers share their latest research
– Attend the PSWC Young Scientists Satellite Conference, 19-21 May 2017
– Enjoy one of the most beautiful cities in Scandinavia

PSWC Young Scientist Satellite Conference (YSC)
The way to scientific success in medicines research
Uppsala / Sweden / 19-21 May 2017
The Young Scientist Satellite Conference (YSC) of the PSWC is an exciting
occasion for future scientists to meet, discuss and present their science
in many forms such as oral sessions, poster sessions and workshops.
You will be given the opportunity to present your research in three different tracks at a conference that is connected to the PSWC in many ways.

www.fip.org/pswc2017
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